
ScooterGal Rally Review Mad Libs! 
Think you can write a better rally review than we can? Try out your hand with a friend and update our 
rally review! 
 

 

Classico Moto Italia usually takes place during one of the (adjective) weekends of the year. While a 

good portion of San Jose celebrates Cinco de Mayo with (nationality) Flags and lowered cars, scores of 

scooterists turn out to celebrate the other red, white and (color) country and the scooters it produced.  

Unfortunately, this year was different. Not only was the Cinco de Mayo fervor a little understated, but 

the crummy storm that decided to hang over the Bay Area made scooter (verb ending in “ing”) not 

much fun.  

Friday nights' meet-n-greet at Club 4 was locals only. After we waited until 10:30 for out-of-towners to 

show (none did) many of us went to the next stop- the Blank Club where DJ-ing got the crowd (verb 

ending in “ing”).  

Saturday looked as if rain might have stayed away, but about 12:30, when the rally was to get 

underway, the drizzle (verb ending past tense). Fortunately, we had reserved a local club, and the show 

was indoors. The show (plural noun) looked great under the club lights. Awards were given to five 

(adjective) scooters, the crowd won raffle prizes and I even bought a round of (number) Budweisers 

and gave them to whomever had an empty hand. There were about 30 bikes and around 50 (plural 

noun) in attendance.  

Saturday night's ride met at a local coffee shop and 17 bikes rode straight to the club, to avoid any 

showers. I missed the first band, but caught the sets of Sh*t Outta Luck and Radio Noise. I'm not a 

real fan of No Doubt, so S.O.L didn't appeal to me, although I could tell the (noun) was working hard to 

move the crowd. I liked Radio Noise much better. They had an older ska sound, sort of the Hepcat era.  

Sunday about 27 (plural noun) met for breakfast and a nice mountain ride. It was overcast and cool, but 

no rain! After about an hour in the mountains we ended up at a (noun) where the BBQ was sizzling, the 

(plural noun) were flowing and the volleyball got the group moving.  

All in all, it was a quality rally, but it suffered due to mother nature. I hope next year that the (noun) is 

with us and that the (plural noun) show up. VCLG has an excellent gymkhana that went unused this 

year. 
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